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~u,d i-Yt~inl'il}ltl~ fut doo,une,nt:. E.'~mninat.ion 

\t;l) tlOC\Ull.e:n~ 

(b) fb1-onsiu d~otm1ent oxttmitu,tion 

(o) ex.ami:1.rntio:n 

(d) fonmsic a.~aminatfon 

Whiuh of the following case-s where forensic 
doc.mmentt\tion is not applied? 

(t,) Identity Theft 

(b) Fotge,l'ies 

(c) Countet·feiting 

(d) Cur1--ency notes 

·l. 

~ \ ,rn pnd ~tm~ of w r ilii 
' 1~ ~:, 1\\ µl l'~ uonsidet11::1 

\a) wtwd and lt,t t1:,r Np,, .· 
' ' \ I l\ ~ 

(b) PQl\ t.ypo 

\t:) l)npor type 

ld) ill ttCl) of wtit.ing 

Inking Uni.fonnit.y inct) l'\Bi f-l l.lH\t.; spnt. t in~ present is 
\l\ 

(H) ink jet printer 

(b) dot 1natrix 

(c) laser 

(d) xerox 

5. It is defined as any change to a document which 
gives it a different effect from that it originally 
possessed 

(a) overwriting 

(b) adjustment 

(c) alteration 

(d) eraser 
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6. 

7. 

8. 

It is any deliberate attempt to alter one's 

handwriting to prevent recognition. 

(a) space writing· 

(b) disguised writing 

(c) over writing 

(d) insertion 

Handwritten digit recognition is the ability of a 

ter to recognize the human handwritten compu 
digits from 

(a) currensies 

(b) image~, papers, touch screens 

(c) scan 

(d) coins 

Which method is . used for 

_ comparison? 

(a) forensic handwriting analysis 

(b) analysis 

(c) forensic analysis 

(d) handwritings 

hanci\Xriting 
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9. Handwriting analysis involves a comprehensive 
comparative analysis between a 

(a) document and known h andwr iting of a 
suspected wri ter 

(b) questioned document and known 
handwriting of a suspected writer 

(c) questioned document and writer 

(d) questioned document and a unknown 
handwriting of a suspected writer 

10. Section 45 enables the court to receive the 
opinions upon identity of 

(a) handwriting or finger impressions 

(b) foregeries 

(c) rupees 

(d) additions/ erasion · 

SECTION B - (5 x 7 = 35 marks) 

Answer ALL questions, choosing either (a) or (b). 

11. (a) Explain the various types of questioned 
documents. 

Or 

(b) How photomicrography and 
microphotography plays a · role in forensic 
documents? 
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12 D urnents . · (a) Write a note the Comparison of oc 

Or 
(b) Give an account on the Standards for 

comparison of handwriting. 

13· (a) Wha~ are the forgeries in alterations in 
documents? Explain · including erasures aud 
additions in it. 

Or 
(b) Define Charred documents, passports, visas 

and stamp papers. How forgeries are 
happening using th~se items? . 

14· (a) Write the procedures to identify handwriting 
<;!haracters. · 

Or 
(b) . What are the techniques involved m 

handwriting analysis? 

15. (a) How will you study the line quality defects in 
handwriting samples? 

Or 

(b) What is an expert opinion under Section 45 
of the Indian Evidence Act. 
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SECTION C--. (:•, ·1 10 = 30 marks) 

Answer: any '\'L\ 1 REF, questions. 

16. Write a note on the too)H needed for the examination of forem,ic: do(:uments. 

17 . How are Natural variationR and fundamental divergences in handwritin¼B predicts foregeries? 

18. Compare and contrast on Indented. and invisible 
writings. 

19. With help a study ·how wi.1l you compare 
handwriting samples. 

20. Illustrate a study on alterations, obliterations and 
erasures in hand:writing samples. 
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